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 Further evidence of rural economy were the spindle weights suggesting a homespun attire.  Roman Glass and vases

further supplemented the evidence that this was a working agricultural landscape that was peaceful.  Burial evidence or

as termed inhumation was found on the site.  Two individuals from the Romano-British period buried pointing North-

West (non-Christian?) were found.  One has since been identified as an older male.  Owing to ploughing the other

individual like the older male has been damaged.  The damage being such that initial identification as to sex or age was

not possible.   Also found on the site was a Roman era cremation site.  Later in the Anglo-Saxon period two, possibly

silver gilded, brooches worn by women of the area have been found and added to the Portable Antiquities Record  for

the area.  

In all the talk was a report of a site that had been in near continuous use for many centuries.  An agricultural economy

existed if not flourished for all of this time based on livestock and we assume cereal farming from the enclosure and

quern evidence.  This was not a site of great urbanisation which considering it's position on the river valley and the

location of West Town Park is understandable.  Work still needs to be done over the next six months in analysing finds

and preparing the report for publication.  In the mean time construction of the new Research Park can proceed.

The audience were appreciative of the opportunity of the free talk provide by the sites developers.  Questions of the

wider context of the site in the local landscape and historical record were left a little open in the minds of attendees.

 The finds will at some point be housed on display at the Haverhill Research Park for viewing by the public.  The report

of the dig will also be available through the Haverhill Research Park Website [http://www.haverhillresearchpark.com/]  and

through the OASIS [http://oasis.ac.uk/] project.

One of the aspects of the questions posed by the audience was the localised knowledge of the archaeological record.

 The Google Map [https://maps.google.com/maps/ms?

msid=202275150551096712900.0004dc409185e6dc974a9&msa=0&ll=52.092586,0.404434&spn=0.006658,0.01929]  started as

part of this this blog needs more points of interest.  If you are aware of any finds or sites that can be added to it please

come and join with Haverhill Online Learning Community to add to this as part of our Local History Project

[https://sites.google.com/a/kritirecharge2012.co.uk/haverhill-online-learning-community/to-dos/haverhill-local-history-page] . 

In all the we need to thank the developers of Haverhill Research Park for making public their findings.  
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Well have gone and bought the charcoal.  Apparently it is cottonwood on the outside of the bag from Tesco.  It must be

officially summer time as we have decided to have a barbecue.  That means visit from sister and her family plus Cooper

the Spaniel.  That will please the cat no end!  On my trip to Tescos this morning my list included a bag of Lettuce.  I

duly bought a bag of lettuce of the iceberg variety and immediately started to feel eco-guilty that I had not managed to

produce some lettuce myself this year alreday.  A trained agricultural scientist what I have been doing with my training.

 Plus I have bought not carbon neutral charcoal that probably has more air miles than I have completed this year! 
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